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Research Scientist Tyler Petreolje, with other
collaborators, published a paper investigating
the use of accelerometers in carnivore GPS to
identify predation sites. You can read the full
paper here: https://doi.org/10.1186/s40317020-00206-y
Additionally, through our collaborative project in
Nepal we published a paper investigating local
knowledge of Chinese pangolin, a critically
endangered species. You can read the full
paper
here:
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.gecco.2020.e01052
We hope you are all staying well!
Updates from the field and program!

and

We’ve had a busy month in the program with
research paper publications, preparing for fall
courses, and starting up summer field work!
PhD students Shannon Finnegan and Sarah
Schooler arrived on Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska to
prepare for brown bear and elk captures. They aim
to capture and collar 15 elk and 30 brown bears.
This is the final capture season for both of their
dissertation research, investigating space-use and
energetic costs across the varied Kodiak
Archipelago landscape.
PhD student Hailey Boone will be joining Research
Scientist Beth Orning on Isle Royale National Park
later this month to begin wolf cluster investigations
and trail camera monitoring. This is a unique
research opportunity as the park is closed to visitors
this season. There are seemingly endless
interesting research questions comparing years with
and without human presence on the island can be
addressed!
Research Scientist Mariela Gantchoff was featured
on Discovery Canada’s Scientist Friday Twitter
series! You can watch her share her research here:
https://twitter.com/DiscoveryCanada/status/1263816
885600169985?s=20
The research paper mentioned last month by
Mariela Gantchoff, along with program co-authors
Jacob Hill, Ken Kellner, Nick Fowler, and Tyler
Petroelje, among others, was published! They
characterized cause-specific mortality of black
bears throughout their range. You can read the full
paper here: https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-02065290-9

Program Spotlight: Mariela Gantchoff
Mariela is currently a Research Scientist
investigating aspects of population and spatial
ecology of recolonizing black bears in Missouri.
Mariela received her Ph.D. addressing
questions surrounding optimality, risk, and
connectivity for black bears, and for her M.S.
degree, she conducted research on invasive
mammal and native carnivores in Nahuel Huapi
National Park, Argentina. Mariela received her
Licenciate Degree in Biological Sciences from
the University of Buenos Aires, Argentina,
focusing on vertebrate ecology and behavior.
Her research interests include conservation
science,
carnivore
ecology,
landscape
connectivity, animal behavior, mitigating
wildlife-human
conflict,
and
biological
invasions. In her spare time Mariela likes
reading, drawing, and being outdoors hiking
and watching wildlife.

